History of Changes
November 19th, 2018: ChemLocator Server Edition v2.18.1031.1
Improvements
Integration with SciBite's Termite app
Biological entity recognition
Document categorization based on biological taxonomies
Combined chemical search with biological taxonomy class
Document preview with chemical and biological highlight for PDF and HTML files
Settings backup feature to accelerate test and production environment configuration
Save and download user queries
Security filtering extension. Allow content source level security settings
ChemAxon's Synergy integration
Inventing a new document relevance scoring engine
Two way integration with ChemAxon's IJC application

Bugfixes
DropBox indexing error fixed
Fix install problems on Japanese language servers
Redirection on token expiration (logout)
Fix error at creating Office 365 content source
Fix IE11 errors

June 20th, 2018: ChemLocator Server Edition v2.18.0620.3
Improvements
PDF and HTML file preview with hit highlighting
Failed documents (in indexing) can be rescheduled one by one
New dashboard widget for integration statuses
3x speed increase in indexing
Reaction search is possible
Extractors can be selected specifically for each content sources
Chemical editor can be maximized for drawing conveniently
Stemming and lemmatization are used in free text searches
Document preview can be maximized

Bugfixes
Scheduled indexing error fixed
OCR content was not indexed in some cases
Document preview generation issues

Document preview issues with structure popup alignment
Compound Registration integration connection failure
Website indexing problem after ChemLocator version upgrade

February 26th, 2018: ChemLocator Server Edition v2.18.0126.2
Improvements
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) speed improvements
Enhanced metadata search (create and modification dates and date range filtering)
Similarity score display changes
ChemLocator can run now in cluster mode
Possible to set roles to server instances in the cluster
Logging enhancements (show log entries with their source machine name)
Improved database query speed

Bugfixes
Minimum atom count is used only in substructure search now
Wild card search fixes
Content source filtering is working again
Fix an index rest problem
Downloading individual document fixed
Dashboard did not display recent errors
Fixed deadlock error on Amazon servers.

January 09th, 2018: ChemLocator Personal Edition v2.18.0109.1
Improvements
Similarity score display changes
Improved database query speed

Bugfixes
Minimum atom count is used only in substructure search now
Wild card search fixes
Downloading individual document fixed
Dashboard did not display recent errors

